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MINUTES OF THE MAY 4, 2017
TARS MEETING
Compiled and Submitted by: Tom Brooks
(K4TB) – TARS Secretary
Call to Order: President David Miner
(W4SKG) at 7:00 PM (May 4, 2017)
Guest/Visitors: Mae Cleveland (no call).
Mae was present to offer some vintage radio
equipment to anyone interested. The
equipment was the property of her deceased
husband, Rex Cleveland (WA9LPT)
Presentation/Program: Vice President
John Pantoja (KM4FAM) gave a talk on
radio direction finding. He showed a slide
presentation which extensively covered the
subject, with a large part devoted to military
applications of which he was familiar from
his background and training. Tom Brooks

mentioned that there is now available
reasonably affordable direction-finding
equipment designed for amateur radio
vhf/uhf use such as the MFJ-5005.
Special Presentation: Sal Martocci
(K4YFW) showed how to make a simple,
inexpensive and very effective wire
counterpoise for use with VHF and UHF
handheld radios. He explained that one just
takes a piece of double conductor insulated
wire, like used for DC power connections,
and cuts one conductor to length for one
band, and the other conductor to length for
another band. Then a solder lug is attached
to both wires at their common end, which
can then be secured to the radio under the
antenna connection or to a screw in contact
with the radio ground. The required lengths
for the wires are: 19.5” for 2 M band; 6.5”
for 70 CM band. He said his experience is
that this makes a marked improvement in
signal strengths both ways in most
situations.
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Business Committees:
Due to the special presentation by Sal
Martocci, and extra time devoted to a
discussion on Field Day, committee reports
were deferred to the next meeting.
Treasury Report: Bob Clark
(K9HVW): As published in the April
2017 Printed Circuit - Deferred.
Minutes: Tom Brooks (K4TB):
Deferred. As published in the April 2017
Printed Circuit - Deferred.
Old Business:
Field Day: Vice President Pantoja
provided an overview of Field Day plans,
as follows:
- Sponsors – Camping World for RV’s
and generators, Pepsi for beverages,
Maddio’s Pizza for Saturday lunch
- Meals - No confirmed source for
coffee & donuts as yet; seeking
donations. Lunch - Maddio’s. Dinner
- Jimmy John’s.
- Tents, Tables, & Chairs – still looking
for a source; John will ask the Gulf
Winds Track Club if they can help.
- Stations
o CW – Ted Zatelso (W1XO),
with Jerry Kessler (N4JL) and
Theo Titus (K4MVL). Still
need more operators.
o Voice - George Harmon
(KJ4PVB). Randy Pierce
(AA4UU) will provide an
OCF antenna.
o GOTA – Phil Ashler (N4IPH).

-

-

North Florida newsletter, a press
release, and a notice via WCOT.
Contact him at PIO@K4TLH with
ideas.
Safety Officer: Don Pace (KK4SIH)
volunteered as Safety Officer.

New Business:
Microphone for Field Day Radio:
Motion was made and carried for the club to
purchase a new microphone (<$50).
Announcements:
- Chief Fusilier (KA5USN) said that
Friday lunch is 11 AM at the Golden
Coral
Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned
at 8:39 PM.

o Satellite – Tom Brooks.
PIO - Jason Ford (W4JMF)
announced several actions he is taking
or considering doing to advertise
Field Day, such as an article in the
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TARS Treasurer’s Report for April – May 2017
Submitted by Bob Clark, K9HVW – TARS Treasurer
Beginning Balances – April 17, 2017
Checking Account:
Savings Account
Total:

For Month
$ 1561.25
$ 4096.17
$ 5657.42

Year to Date

Total Receipts:
Total Expenditures:
Receipts Derived From:

$
$

127.07
10.00

$
$

1824.88
491.25

Member Dues:
50/50 Raffle:
Member Donations:
Spaghetti 100:
Miscellaneous:
Total:
Expenditures:

$
$
$
$
$
$

80.00
17.00
25.00
0.00
5.07
127.07

$
$
$
$
$
$

1140.00
276.00
762.88
0.00
1063.07
3241.95 (Corrected typo)

Banking – TV-40 check cashed
Field Day:
American Red Cross
Plaque for Tars and Feathers Award
Repeaters:
Post Office Box Rent
ARRL Club Insurance
FL Department of State
Donation to the Great Southern Hamfest
Total:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4281.70
130.00
200.00
61.25
100.00
4782.45

Ending Balances – May 17, 2017

For Month

Summary of Month’s Activity:

Checking Account:

Savings Account
Total:
Digital Corner
What is this new fangled Digital stuff that
we hear all about? Well it is not new and it
is not all that complicated. What it is in the
amateur radio world is communicating using

$ 1678.32
$ 4096.17
$ 5774.49
personal computers connected to radios. It
is just that simple. Well it can be, if you
don't get intimidated.
Digital just means that it uses 1's and 0's to
represent the characters we are sending. Just
like morse code. But since a computer is
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sending the 1's and 0’s, it can be done much
faster and in many different ways than using
a key.
The way it is done is to connect your
computer to a device that interfaces it to
your radio. If you are old enough, just think
of it as a modem. They generally look like
one and sound like one (the screeches and
tones on the air) so just think of it as one.
Think of your radio as the phone line. When
I got this through my thick head everything
started to make sense.
The ways that the computer sends the data
are called modes. Popular ones are PSK,
RTTY, MT63, JT65 and so on. Why so
many modes? To deal with different
conditions and tasks. You might want to
use one mode when you are "talking" back
and forth with another operator. You might
want to use a different mode when you are
sending a long document that needs to have
no errors. Different tools for different tasks.
Digital is not new, well not new unless you
have a QSL card from Marconi. RTTY has
been used by amateur radio operators since
1946 and was being used by the government
well before then. It is just new to a large
portion of us.
Digital became available to most operators
as PCs became common. You no longer had
to have a specialized radio teletype device in
your shack. A computer could do all of
that and more. As PCs became more
powerful, they could create and decode all
of the waveforms that were being used
without any special hardware, just a
soundcard. Inexpensive or free software
such as fldigi were released making so that
most of the technical challenges were

removed. The barriers to entry have come
down.
So why use a computer when I could just
use voice to get my message across. Well
digital can be much faster and much more
reliable than voice. You never need the
pro-word "I Spell" with digital. Some of the
protocols can transfer text at 200 words per
minute (1000 characters per minute). Some
protocols include error correction and
detection so you can guarantee that when the
message gets to the other operator nothing
has been lost or changed.
With digital you can also send other types of
things. Want to send a word document so
all the formatting is intact. No problem.
Want to send a photo. Go ahead. Slow scan
video is there if you want a video service.
You can even send voice over digital. Why
would you do that? Because with digital
voice you can have your conversation
understood under much worse conditions
and over longer distances. There can also
be several conversations occurring at the
same time using the same bandwidth as one
analog voice conversation takes, spectrum
efficiency.
Digital is accessible not just to expert class
operators but also to those with a Technician
license. Remember APRS from your exam.
Automatic Packet Reporting System - a way
to share where you are. It’s a digital mode
on VHF. Want to send an Internet email
over radio if the cellphones are down?
There is a Winlink email node in
Tallahassee using VHF that any amateur
radio operator can utilize.
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Remember, digital is just another tool in the
tool bag for an amateur radio operator.
Every problem is not a nail so every problem
is not solved by a hammer. Next month I
will go into some more detail about setting
up a digital station so more people can get
on the air.
If you want to practice digital on HF with a
friendly crowd there is a weekly net, the
North Florida Digital Net, Sundays at 7:00
PM. We start out using PSK31 on
3.590khz. The 147.030 repeaters monitored
at the same time for folks needing some help
or advise getting things to work. Feel free
to join us.

Tech Talk
The PL Tone
You have gotten your license, even a radio, a
Bao Feng. Okay, punch in the repeater
frequency, and yes, you remember the 600
KHz offset, positive for the 147.03 repeater.
With a slight shake to your hand you press
the push to talk button then let up, hoping
with excited expectation to hear the
repeater’s reassuring beap. The nervous
smile fades. Nothing. You try again.
Nothing. You shake the radio, a small curse
directed at it. What is wrong with the
Chineese rock? At the next TARS meeting
you join the chorus of others bad mouthing
the Bao Feng, but then wise master Chen,
takes your radio, punches a few buttons, and
like the Phoenix rising from the ashes, your
radio talks. You hear the beep. “What, O
wise master,” you say with hushed reverence
did you do?” “Nothing, little one,” he
replies with a soothing voice, “except
program in the PL tone.” A quiet murmur
comes from the other TARS members.

“Ahh, yes, the PL tone.” they whisper with
knowing nods.
“What” You ask, “ is the PL tone?”
In olden days, and indeed, even
today, there are parts of the country, usually
in large metropolitan areas, where several
people, agencies, or companies share the
same commerically designated VHF
frequency. The problem, even with squelch
enabled, is that these operators want to hear
only their other operators. They do not want
to hear what the florist giving driving
directions to a mobile flower delivery van,
or what a phone repairman wants from the
home office. Yet, they must endure this
irrelevant and unwanted chatter because
everyone shares the same frequency. Enter
the PL tone.
The PL(or Private Line) tone, was an
invention of Motorola. There are 128
subaudible tones, one of which is
transmitted once the transmit key is
depressed. The receiving station is
programmed to “hear” or open its receiver
only if the sent tone is the one it is
programmed to receive. If not it remains
silent. Hence, several different stations can
use the same frequency, but will not hear
another if each station is programmed to a
different one of the 128 tones. As the
initials suggest, you have a “Private line.”
Now this creation has a use in
amateur radio, not so much because there are
a lot of different hams wanting to use the
same frequency, but because ducting or
other “skip” type effects sometimes will
carry a signal that was on, say, the 147.03
repeater in St. Petersburg, to the Tallahassee
area where it interferes with our 147.03
repeater. But if the St. Pete repeater has a
100hz PL tone, a ham using that repeater
will not open the one in Tallahassee because
the one here has a 94.8 Hz tone.
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So, the PL tone has some use for
hams, though not as much as for commercial
users of radio in particularly heavily
populated areas where the number of
available VHF channels may not be
adequate for the demand.
There is another, smaller problem.
Without some coordination there is the
possibility that the owner of a repeater could
program any one of the 128 tones for his or
her particular repeater. That can present a
headache. Let’s say that a particular area,
such as the Leon County, has five or six two
meter repeaters, and let’s also say each one
has a different PL tone. Now imagine trying
to program your Bao Feng or any other two
meter radio with the frequency, offset, and
PL tone. But which tone is it? Chaos
ensues, and you are back to the situation you
had when you first tried to use your radio.
But if you know that the repeaters in this
area use the same PL tone, the headache of
guessing which one of the PL tones applies
to a specific repeater is essentially solved.
Enter, the Florida Repeater Council.
This group of volunteer hams has assigned
various defined regions in Florida a
particular PL tone. Repeater owners, then,
use that PL tone for their repeater. In North
Florida that is 94.8 Hz. In the Thomasville
area, 100 Hz is used. And generally in our
part of the State repeater owners follow this
plan, although there is the occasional rebel.
Incidentally, this plan also applies to
other frequencies, so the 442.100 MHz
repeater also has a PL tone of 94.8 Hz, as
does the 53.030 MHz Repeater.
While PL tones have a valuable
service they can pose a problem in times of
an emergency. Then, with hams coming
into, let’s say, the Leon County area they
may be unfamiliar with the 94.8 Hz tone we
use. Hopefully, before they left home, they

learned what it was, but maybe not. Several
repeaters have the ability to turn the PL tone
off and on, frequently remotely. By
disabling the PL tone, the repeater will
respond to any signal regardless of what
subaudible tone it may transmit.
For more discussion of the PL tone
see the Florida Repeater Council’s web page
at
http://www.florida-repeaters.org/

Florida QSO Party
The 20th annual Florida QSO party was held
April 29-30, 2017, and several hams from
Leon and other Big Bend counties
participated. Ed, KN4Y and a member of
the Sportsman’s Paradise Amateur Radio
Club, reported that the bands generally were
good for the event, but at times could be
weird. Besides operating from his Wakulla
station, he operated mobile in Dixie,
Gilchrist, and Putnam Counties, among
others. He wracked up more than 1,000
QSOs. There were lots of pile-ups, which
were “fun” to work through. With good
weather, it was, altogether, a great QSO
party.
Stan, K4SBZ, also worked the
contest. He noted that the bands were in
poor condition, and estimated that he
worked about half the number of stations as
he had done last year. Still, during the 19
hours he was on the air, he worked 45 states,
all on phone. Not too bad.

National Weather Service.
Bob, NS4G, operated the National
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Weather Service Station, WX4TAE, for the
monthly weather net. Don, one of the
forecasters at the National Weather Service
Office in Tallahassee gave the monthly
summary of the weather in the Big Bend
area. We had 2-3 inches of rain for the
month, most of it coming on April 3. The
days are getting warmer with four days in
April having temperatures of 88 degrees.
The monthly average is usually 79-80
degrees. For May, we have already had 2.4
inches of rain and the prediction is that
temperatures will also be above normal with
the lows in the upper 50s to lower 60s.
Regarding the upcoming hurricane season,
the La Nina/ El Nino weather effect is
neutral to slightly favoring an El Nino.
Bottom line is that we will have a lower than
average hurricane season.

Monthly Profile.
Starting this month, the Printed Circuit is
going to provide a profile of various
members of TARS. We will start with the
TARS leadership. Unfortunately, Dave,
W4WKG, our esteemed president is kind of
shy, so we will pass on him this month with
the promise that he will appear in the next
month or so. But, John, KM4FAM, will be
the ham in the spotlight this month.
John Pantoja, KM4FAM, our noted
Vice President was first licensed in
November 2014, and currently holds a
general class license. His station consists of
a Kenw ood D-700A, a Yaesu FT 8900, and
Icom T90A, and of course, the ubiquitous
Bao Feng.
He pays for all this by working for a small
business called ISC Consulting Group as a
Software Engineer/ Lead Engineer. He also
has a business providing Information System
Security consulting, and server maintenance

for small businesses.
He focu ses his ham radio energies
on Public Service, such as heading the
club’s Field Day adventures, and local
marathons and bike events.
He served in the Army for fiveyears as a
Military Intelligence Systems
Maintainer/Integrator, which, translated is,
an all around electronics/IT tech.
John has a few interesting ham radio
memories. As he said, “I don’t really rag
chew or contest so all of my memories are
either from a public service event we do (the
“thanks” I’ve received from those we
support during public service events ) or
field day.
Perhaps notable was “ Chuck, AI4KA,
telling me to ‘slow down’ (I have ADD and
take stimulants, plus when I’m ‘interested’
or focused on something, I move a million
miles per second).” During Field day last
year, a mother/daughter team was at the
GOTA(Get On The Air) station , and “three
tired operators were instructing them on how
to operate (Stan, Mike and I) Mine was the
voice of reason (telling them to just be their
elves and not to listen to the other two).”
“Lastly was my first (and only so far) DX to
a fellow in Columbia, on Ten Meter FM. I
had operated for several hours at Tom
Brown Park in December of 2014 while I
was by myself (wife and kiddo were in the
Philippines). I was in the process of tearing
down the BuddyPole when I thought I heard
someone with an accent who turned out to
be Columbian. This was a great end of the
day, because until then, I had not heard any
DX.” Incidentally the contact was made
from my the car using a mobile antenna.
In March John gave a presentation on
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Google Maps at the monthly TARS meeting.
He is also heading up, again, the club’s Field
Day extrvaganza at Tom Brown Park.
For a ham who has been licensed for
only 2 ½ years, John has done a lot for
TARS and Public Service Communications,
and his service focus continues as the TARS
VP. Thanks, John.
Next month, we will put the light on our
President, Dave , W4SKG.

Contest and QSO Parties
03 Jun 0000Z - 2359Z Jun 4
10-10 Int. Open
Season PSK Contest
http://www.ten-ten.org/
03 Jun 1600Z - 0400Z Jun 4
Alabama QSO
Party
http://www.alabamaqsoparty.org/
10 Jun 1800Z - 0259Z Jun 12
ARRL June VHF
Contest
http://www.arrl.org/june-vhf
17 Jun 1600Z – 0200Z Jun 18
West Virginia
QSO Party
www.qsl.net/wvsarc/wvqp/
18 Jun 1800Z - 2359Z
Kid's Day Contest
http://www.arrl.org/kids-day
24 Jun 1800Z - 2100Z Jun 25
ARRL Field Day
http://www.arrl.org/field-day
Z= UTC; L-local – Contests and QSO Parties Source”
QST & WA7BMW
DX
Call, () is the IOTA

From
To
designation
01-Jun ???
01-Jun ???

Prefix
8Q
J8

8Q7VB (AS-013)
J8/AK4T
AK4T

01-Jun ???
01-Jun ???

TZ
VP8/H

TZ5XR F5MXH
RI1ANB (AN-010)

01-Jun ???
VQ9
01-Jun 01-Sep OH
01-Jun 02-Jun D4

VQ917JC (AF-006)
OH1TD (EU-096)
D44TWO (AF-005)

01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun

by PH2M
HB0/GM4UYE
3E1CC
PH00GEVEEN
FG/DL2AAZ
8R1/KC0W
LA/SP7IDX (EU-046)
VU3LBP/P (AN-016)
JG8NQJ/JD1 (OC-073)

04-Jun
06-Jun
06-Jun
06-Jun
07-Jun
08-Jun
10-Jun
15-Dec
15-Jul

PJ5,6,7
HB0
HP
PA
FG
8R
LA
CE9
JD1/M

01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun

15-Jun
15-Jun
20-Jan
22-Jun

D2
VQ9
CE9
EW

IOTA AF-108
VQ9ZZ
8J60JARE (AN-015)
EV1450, EV145O

01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun
01-Jun

24-Nov
25-Aug
30-Jun
30-Sep
31-Dec

3D2
8Q
8Q
FO
CE9

3D2JS (OC-016)
8Q7QV (AS-013)
8Q7RN
FO/F6CTF (OC-046)
FT3YL (AN-017)

01-Jun 31-Dec
01-Jun 31-Dec
01-Jun 31-Dec
01-Jun 31-Dec
01-Jun 31-Jul
01-May 30-Jun
03-Jun 10-Jun
04-Jun 11-Jun
07-Jun 16-Jun
(NA-001)
08-Jun 13-Jun
09-Jun 11-Jun
09-Jun 18-Jun
10-Jun 17-Jun
14-Jun 28-Jun
PJ7/W9AEB
14-Jun 28-Jun
16-Jun 06-Jul

TR
TZ
ZL7
ZS8
FO
4W
K
SM
C6A

TR8CA F6CBC
TZ8TM W3HNK
ZL7DX
ZS8Z (AF-021)
FO/IZ2ZTQ
by JE1CKA and team
K4D, K5TEN/p (NA-085)
SA6G/7 (EU-137)
C6ACC, C6ALY, C6ATA

TI
K
T8
E5/S
PJ7

TE8DX (NA-116)
W1HMM (NA-137)
T8CW
E51XYL
PJ7/K9UK, PJ7/KK9N,

PJ7
SV

PJ7/W9DR, PJ7/W9KXQ
SV8/GM0LVI/P (EU-052)

16-Jun 23-Jun T8

T88FM, T88HY, T88MK

16-Jun 23-Jun T8
T88NC, T88RR, 88VV
17-Jun 19-Jun KL7
AH0CO/KL7
17-Jun 23-Jun DL
DL/ON4IPA, DL/OO6P
(EU-138)
18-Jun 27-Jun 9H
9H3ND (EU-023)
18-Jun 28-Jun 4O
4O7GD1
DX source s - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX
Zone
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73
Dave
WA4WES
TARS Newsletter Editor
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